TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE
Teen Lesson 2: What Makes a Good Friendship?

To test your knowledge and see how much you have learned from this lesson, complete
the following sentences using the correct words from the “WORD BANK” on Page 2.
1. Three important qualities are necessary for a good human friendship. These are:
______________,
________________
_______________
and
________________.

2. The quality of trust involves being ________________, which means that we tell
the ____________ and keep our ___________.
3. We know that God is trustworthy because He cannot _________ and He
______________ that He will ______________ be there for us.
4. When you like the same things as someone you have ________

_________.

5. A good friend ___________ us and is _______________ in us. Friends have ____
together and enjoy sharing special ___________ and ______________ together.
6. ______ is very interested in us. He understands us and ___________ us
__________ out. If we let Him, He will become the _______ __________ we will
____________ have.
7. We show respect to our friends by trying to _____________ them and taking care
not to ______________ or ____________ them. We should _____________ the
friendship that we have with them.
8. God expects us to respect, ____________ and ____________ Him. To do this we
must ____________ His _________________and __________ His Way of
___________.
9. To build a _____________ with God we need to _________ Him, be
_________________ in Him and ___________ Him, but we also need to spend
____________ with Him so the friendship can ___________.
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WORD BANK
You will need all of these words to complete the sentences, and some words
may be used more than once.

activities

always

best

commands

common

ever

fear

friend

friendship

fun

God

grow

honour

inside

interested

interests

knows

lie

life

live

moments

obey

offend

promises

respect

time

trust

trustworthy

truth

understand

understands

upset

value

word
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ANSWERS
1. Three important qualities are necessary for a good human friendship. These
are: trust, common interests and respect.
2. The quality of trust involves being trustworthy, which means that we tell the
truth and keep our word.
3. We know that God is trustworthy because He cannot lie and He promises that
He will always be there for us.
4. When you like the same things as someone you have common interests.
5. A good friend understands us and is interested in us. Friends have fun
together and enjoy sharing special moments and activities together.
6. God is very interested in us. He understands us and knows us inside out. If we
let Him, He will become the best friend we will ever have.
7. We show respect to our friends by trying to understand them and taking care
not to upset or offend them. We should value the friendship that we have with
them.
8. God expects us to respect, honour and fear Him. To do this we must obey His
commands and live His Way of Life.
9. To build a friendship with God we need to trust Him, be interested in Him and
respect Him, but we also need to spend time with Him so the friendship can grow.
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